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VIGNETTE DE L’ÉCHO D’UN 
PEUPLESUR YOUTUBE  

20 février 2010 Le Droit 

En ce mois de l’histoire des Noirs et du patrimoine, les artisans de L’écho d’un peuple viennent de 
lancer une vignette sur le fameux « chemin de fer clandestin » afin de conscientiser les jeunes au 
racisme et à l’exploitation qui perdurent. Le chemin de fer clandestin est un réseau d’entraide qui a 
permis, dans les années 1850, à plus de 30 000 Afro-Américains de fuir l’enfer de l’esclavage et des 
champs de coton des états du sud de l’Amérique pour découvrir la liberté en se rendant au Canada à 
Amherstburg, près de Windsor, et au Niagara. Dévoilée auprès des 3 600 spectateurs de la série de 
spectacles L’écho d’un peuple au Détroit les 12 et 13 février dernier à Windsor, la vignette éducative « 
Le chemin de fer clandestin » se retrouve maintenant sur YouTube. Cette vignette a été tournée au 
Muséoparc de Vanier en collaboration avec des élèves en théâtre de l’École secondaire De La Salle.  
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L’ÉCOLE RAYMOND REPREND 
DU SERVICE  

20 février 2010 Le Droit 

L’ancienne école Raymond reprendra du service. À compter d’août prochain, l’immeuble de la rue 
Brébeuf à Gatineau accueillera des étudiants à la formation professionnelle. La Commission scolaire des 
Draveurs (CSD) cherche ainsi à désengorger ses autres centres de formation professionnelle, victime 
d’une hausse de la popularité de ce type de formation. Le choix de l’ancienne école Raymond a été fait 
en tenant compte de sa disponibilité, son accessibilité et la configuration de ses locaux. La CSD se 
réjouit de cette solution, qui lui permettra de faire des économies importantes.  
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Board to try again to reach decision 
on alternative schools issue  

Article rank 22 Feb 2010 Ottawa Citizen BY MATTHEW PEARSON 

A long-awaited decision about the future of alternative elementary schools in the Ottawa Carleton 
District School Board is expected Tuesday.  

Trustees are to convene a board meeting at 6 p.m. that night, two hours earlier than normal, in an 
attempt to hammer out a decision, which they failed to do at the Feb. 9 meeting despite hearing from a 
dozen delegations and debating the issue for several hours.  

The board is expected to eliminate the alternative program at Manor Park Public School, which also 
has regular English and French-immersion streams, for September 2011. The future of the other five 
alternative schools — Churchill, Grant, Lady Evelyn, Riverview and the intermediate program at Summit 
— is still up for debate after a motion that called for these schools to retain their “ alternative” 
designations only until boundary or accommodation reviews have been completed failed at the last 
meeting.  

Trustees are expected to debate at least two amendments that could still spell the end for the 
board’s 27year-old alternative school program — or cause massive changes to the program.  

John Shea, the trustee representing Orléans-Cumberland, expects the vote to be tight. He said he is 
among five trustees who he believes support the staff recommendation to kill the program. Another five 
trustees support maintaining it, while two more are undecided, he said.  

“It all comes down to who can present the strongest argument,” he said.  
Richard Deadman, the chair of the board’s alternative-schools advisory committee, said trustees 

should support the program as it is and strike a subcommittee to explore its role within the board and 
how it should be structured to fulfill that role.  
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‘My biggest fear was that no one 
knew we were there’  

Article rank 22 Feb 2010 Ottawa Citizen BY SARAH MCGINNIS, SUZANNE WILTON AND JAMIE 
KOMARNICKI 

CANWEST NEWS SERVICE, WITH FILES FROM PEDRO WIDMAR AND MARCELA CANAVARRO IN RIO DE 
JANEIRO 

Students recount harrowing tale of up to 40 hours 
adrift at sea 

Shivering in clothes soaked by four-metre waves washing over him, 17-year-old David Gunn 
huddled with his classmates, thoughts of death bobbing around in his head like the life-raft in the 
Atlantic Ocean set adrift from the ill-fated tall ship SV Concordia.  

Students who survived the sinking of the Canadian tall ship SV Concordia comfort each other 
after arriving at the Mocangue Brazilian navy base in Rio de Janeiro on Saturday. It’s 
believed a microburst — or burst of tornado-like wind — toppled the three-masted vessel. 

As hours stretched into days, the teenager from Calgary contemplated his fate and that of the other 
students from Class Afloat, an exclusive program incorporating high school on the high seas.  

“ I thought I was dead,” Gunn later told his father after surviving as many as 40 harrowing hours on 
the sea wondering whether anyone would f ind them after their floating classroom sank in a storm.  

As the 64 students, teachers and crew put their feet on solid land for the first time Saturday, details 
of the dramatic ordeal emerged in stories told through tears and laughter.  

ANTONIO SCORZA/AFP/GETTY IMAGES 
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Gunn, for instance, couldn’t stop crying on the phone when he was finally able to call home after 
arriving in Rio de Janeiro, where the group was taken after their rescue by two different vessels.  

“He must have said, ‘I love you Dad,’ 15 times,” David’s father, John Gunn, said on Saturday.  
That no life was lost is even more unbelievable after details of how everyone on board scrambled to 

survive after their ship was struck by a microburst, a sudden burst of wind with tornado-like force that 
has been attributed by some to the disappearance of aircraft and vessels in the infamous Bermuda 
Triangle. The ship went down nearly 550 kilometres off the southeastern coast of Rio de Janeiro  

It was an otherwise typical day on the high seas when the floating classroom — a program that 
costs each individual about $42,000 in tuition — was struck by disaster.  

Class was under way below deck when a profound force overturned the ship without warning.  
It took less than 20 seconds for the 57-metre steel tall ship, with masts the height of an 11-storey 

building, to keel after air forced its sails down.  
“I knew right then that the ship wouldn’t right again,” said captain William Curry.  
Curry was in his cabin when he got a call from the wheelhouse.  
With the vessel on its side, its communications room was immediately flooded, making the 

equipment useless. Fortunately, an automatic beacon device was triggered, signalling that the ship was 
in trouble. But it would be many hours before anyone would begin to search.  

As the vessel began to sink, passengers and crew rushed to get off the ship, putting their training to 
work.  

Calgarian Sarah Fennessey, a Grade 11 student, had never sailed before boarding the Concordia 
two weeks ago. But she’d just finished three days of safety drills.  

“It was very harrowing,” her dad, Randy Fennessey, said she told him.  
Scared, she and her classmates still knew exactly what to do, although for many, it seemed like the 

instinct to survive just took over.  
“It was actually very automatic. We just did what we had to do to get off the ship,” said Dutch-

Canadian student Lauren Unsworth.  
The life-rafts were tied to the ship. Curry dove into the water to cut the lines.  
Passengers and crew donned emergency suits then leaped over the side of the ship into the rafts in 

a remarkable escape.  
In 30 minutes, the ship sank into the depths of ocean.  
“The moment we counted 64, I felt relieved,” Curry said.  
Aboard their life-rafts, drenched by a barrage of squalls, the survivors had supplies for two weeks.  
Two people stayed awake at all times, peering into the horizon for any sign of help, and bailing 

water from their makeshift vessels.  
As hours passed with no sign of rescue, they began drinking rainwater — just in case.  
“My biggest fear was that no one knew we were there,” explained student Keaton Farwell, 16, from 

Toronto.  
It was daylight when hope for rescue appeared as a “light in the sky” — an airplane, circling far 

overhead, dispatched from the Brazilian air force at the request of the navy. Someone knew they were 
out there.  

“ It was the best feeling in the world,” Farwell said.  
As morning broke on their third day adrift, their salvation arrived in the form of the Philippine-

registered merchant ship Hokuetsu Delight. The students clambered aboard, eagerly putting on fresh 
clothes provided by their rescuers. A second tanker arrived to pick up the remaining 20 survivors.  

As the groups reached port on Saturday, the reality of what they’d survived began to set in.  
“It was definitely a shock. At first I was like, ‘ I’m never going back on the ocean,’ but when we talk 

about it, the relationships we built in just the matter of a couple of days, it is just amazing. I definitely 
would do it again,” Calgarian Katharine Irwin said.  

Though the worst of the ordeal is over, some of the teenagers say they will be unable to rest until 
they’re back in the arms of their family.  

“I didn’t know if I was going to see you again,” 18-year-old Calgarian Tori Reid told her father, Stu, 
in an emotional call home.  

She came through the experience remarkably well, her father said. Though she’s physically 
unscathed, it will take some time to find emotional healing, he noted.  

Late Saturday, a distraught Tori called home for the second time, alone in her hotel, unable to sleep 
without talking to her parents once more.  

“She just wanted to hear our voice,” her father said.  
The students and teachers are expected to arrive home in Canada early this morning. On Sunday, 

they were travelling by bus to Sao Paulo, Brazil, where they were to catch a flight to Toronto.  
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Raising faith to cut down gangs  
Article rank 22 Feb 2010 Ottawa Citizen 

Ottawa’s new faith and gangs group listens to Christian and Muslim 
community volunteers who are trying to find ways to keep kids out of the grasp 
of street gangs, writes JENNIFER GREEN. 

Maybe religious leaders can’t reach Ottawa’s hard-core gang members, but they believe their 
teachings can divert younger kids headed that way. The snag is often a parent who objects.  

Bethel Pentecostal Church regularly stages children’s activities in communities that are ‘a 
little more challenged,’ and invites children back to their church near Fisher Avenue and 
Prince of Wales Drive for more games and teaching. 

Crime prevention officials, police and Christian and Muslim community volunteers recently 
addressed the city’s new faith and gangs group to explore how congregations might keep kids from a 
gang lifestyle.  

Abdi Wahid, a Somali Muslim, said gang life looks like the only alternative to young immigrants who 
can’t keep up in Canadian schools after years in refugee camps.  

Rick Tibbetts, of Bethel Pentecostal Church, said his congregation goes into communities that are “a 
little more challenged,” staging kids’ activities and distributing flyers even though some parents 
strenuously object.  

“We set up in a playground doing stuff kids love to do.” Bethel’s “Sidewalk Sunday School” offers a 

MIKE CARROCCETTO , THE OTTAWA CITIZEN 
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story with a life lesson, “Bible-related but not preachy, tract stuff.” If the kids want more games, a 
bus will take them to the church near Fisher Avenue and Prince of Wales Drive “where there’s a little 
more teaching.”  

About 40 families are involved in the programs, and about 200 or so come out to the Christmas and 
Thanksgiving dinners. Tolu, a shy boy of nine, told the crowd: “( Bethel) helped me a lot. My friends 
and I used to throw rocks at cars and use bad language. (It) changed me, changed my attitude.”  

On Saturdays, Bethel teams walk through the neighbourhoods praying, and putting leaflets in 
mailboxes. Tibbetts says the goal is to help the community, not to make converts, so they never knock 
on doors unless they know the family will welcome them.  

Not all do. Many in the community are Muslim. Others feel Bethel is patronizing them as charity 
cases or trying to indoctrinate their children. Some maintain a general indictment against religion, says 
Tibbetts.  

One woman, who saw Bethel as “wild cultism,” yelled at the workers: “ You keep away from my 
daughters! You won’t change my daughters!”  

“She was really up in our workers’ faces,” Tibbetts told the 60 or so people at the meeting Feb. 9, 
held in a church hall near Carling and Clyde avenues.  

Tibbetts says his group does not deal directly with gang members, although it has helped a former 
Hell’s Angel who is on his own with his two children.  

The gang problem looks very different to Somali Muslims, Abdi Wahid told the group. Since 1991, 
thousands of youth have arrived in the city, shaken after years of bloodshed. Many have lost mothers, 
fathers and siblings to the fighting, meaning their family structure is fragile. They lose further touch 
with authority when their parents work long hours to cover the bills.  

Wahid said parents want to cling to traditions from the old country while their children want to 
assimilate, making the problems that much worse.  

When it comes to education, a youth may have spent years in a refugee camp with no schooling at 
all, and then be expected to follow Grade 9 math. “He is forced to drop out,” said Wahid. “It creates 
these gang problems.”  

“I’ve seen 11-year-olds who didn’t know how to hold a pen.”  
Wahid pulled some of his own seven children out of public school and home schooled them. His 

youngest, twin sons, have graduated at age 19 from the University of Ottawa. He said the Somali 
community has formed homework clubs and support for home schooling parents, as well as a 
mentoring system for people in trouble with the law, either a youth with a minor offence like shoplifting 
or a man getting out of jail who needs a job.  

His eldest son, 28-year-old Fahad Osman, came to Canada from Somalia when he was nine. He said 
his father kept the family out of mischief by keeping them very busy with sports.  

Osman has begun establishing a program for youth, whom he calls “Beemer Dreamers” — kids 
longing for the wealth symbolized by a BMW car. “They want it, but they don’t know how to get it.”  

Speaking to these kids one-toone, he finds them respectful, normal boys. But when three or four 
are together, they “get all gangster.”  

He is also working with Muslims released from jail to help them get back on their feet.  
The faith and gangs group was established late last year after a report came out saying the city had 

about 110 hard-core members and 300 or so on the fringes. Many are violent and gunfights are not the 
rarity they once were.  

In the next stage of the project, a Carleton University researcher will interview former gang 
members to find out why they joined.  
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Mayoral candidate quits over cow 
beef  

Article rank 22 Feb 2010 Ottawa Citizen BY NECO COCKBURN ncockburn@thecitizen.canwest.com 

Cites council’s refusal to honour 
‘rule of law’ 

Ottawa’s mayoralty race lost one candidate and gained another this week, leaving nine to contest 
the Oct. 25 election.  

On Thursday, Robert Gauthier withdrew his candidacy, saying the ongoing “ brouhaha” over a life-
size cow on top of an Orléans cheese shop was the final straw. Gauthier said he doesn’t think officials 
are being strict enough in their handling of Cheddar Et Cetera, which has been told to take down the 
fibreglass Holstein that promotes its business. A city bylaw doesn’t allow signs on rooftops.  

However, a council committee has agreed to hear a motion to review the bylaw. In the meantime, 
the cow remains on the roof.  

Gauthier, a journalist, said he pulled out of the race in part because he would not be able to work in 
an environment where “the rule of law” isn’t followed. Still, he didn’t rule out re-filing his papers.  

Meanwhile, Charlie Taylor, the newest candidate for Ottawa mayor, says he wants City Hall to be 
more “citizen-friendly.”  

Taylor, 32, is a third-year journalism student at Carleton University who was born and raised in 
Ottawa. He took 11 years off after high school and travelled, visiting 45 countries.  

Taylor said he disagreed with the “single-source bidder system” involved in redeveloping Lansdowne 
Park and council has been “ too corporate-friendly” in recent decisions.  

He’s still working on his platform, but is concerned about a pilot program through which all full-time 
Carleton and University of Ottawa students will pay $145 a semester for university transit passes. While 
Taylor is in favour of cheaper transportation, he is concerned that the transit passes are a “$ 300-per-
year tax” to cyclists and walkers who make the environmentally conscious decision to live close to 
university.  

He’d also like to expand the city’s needle-exchange program and is hoping to get younger voters 
interested in municipal politics.  
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In Rwanda, the teachers 
become the students  

Article rank 20 Feb 2010 Ottawa Citizen AGENCE FRANCE-PRESSE 

Children are adapting after the government ordered English replace French as 
the language of instruction in schools. But as HELEN VESPERINI reports, it’s 
their teachers who are struggling with their lessons. 

‘My son, who was studying in French before, now comes home from school and tells me he has been correcting 
his teacher’s mistakes in English.’ 
FATHER OF FOUR 

At the Kacyiru 1 primary school, it’s not the pupils chanting “this is my ear, this is my hair” and 
pointing to the board as they learn rudimentary English. It’s the teachers. They’ve been sent back to 
school as part of a Rwandan government drive to switch to English instead of French as the routine 
language of instruction for schoolchildren.  
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Rwandan teachers, who used to dispense classes in English, French or the local Kinyarwanda 
language, take part in a training session to enable them to teach in English. Teachers are 
struggling more than their pupils. 

That’s no easy task for teachers brought up speaking French in this former Belgian colony. They 
now find themselves having to brush up their English, or in many cases learn it from scratch.  

Often they struggle to keep pace with their own pupils, Education Minister Charles Murigande 
admits.  

“It’s not the children you should be feeling sorry for, they are picking it up quickly,” he said. “It’s 
the teachers who are having difficulties.”  

Critics say the switch to English in education has been rushed through and was politically motivated, 
but Murigande said it was “ a logical choice” given where Rwandans do business — he cited Dubai, 
Malaysia, China and Japan.  

Such a change would be a challenge for any country, but it is particularly difficult for Rwanda, which 
had virtually to start from scratch after the 1994 genocide.  

Many teachers were among the dead when 800,000 people, mainly Tutsis, were slaughtered in an 
orgy of bloodletting in the central African nation. Afterwards, school buildings, books and equipment 
were all in short supply as Rwanda struggled to rebuild itself.  

The situation has improved since then. In 2008, about 53 per cent of children passed primary 
leaving exams, up from just 24 per cent in 2000.  

Progress is restricted by large classes, a shortage of qualified teachers, high drop-out rates and, in 
many cases, difficult home conditions.  

Now, 15 months after the switch to English was announced in October 2008, many pupils appear to 
have taken to it with ease.  

“Before, I used to like French,” 12year-old Albert Mihigo cheerfully said as his friends nod in 
agreement, “ but since they started teaching us in English, I’ve forgotten French.”  

So at Kacyiru 1, teachers brought up on French are learning to decode English so they can pass it 
on to the nation’s children.  

Henry Kalanzi — resplendent in an orange silk waistcoast — claims the 45 teachers he is training 
can now “communicate, organize some dialogue on their own and prepare lessons in the English 
language.”  

But he admits his class is mixed, with some complete beginners and others who already master 
English.  

“They are picking (up English) but one month is not a lot,” added Kalanzi. “When they go back to 
their classes there will be no follow-up.”  

Rwanda’s teachers are not well paid and many in the state sector have just seen their working day 
doubled with the introduction of a double shift, where they teach one class in the morning and another 
in the afternoon.  

English training for many teachers has been limited to just one month. Many admit to learning as 
they go along. “As we teach, we learn at the same time,” said Assinophol Nyabenda, one of those at 
Kacyiru 1.  

That feeling was shared by teacher trainees at Kimihurura primary school a couple of kilometres 
away.  

“Last year the children were starting to understand. Gradually the teachers are understanding more, 
and the children too,” volunteered Kalisa Byiringiro, 21.  

“ Twenty days to master a language is not enough, but we’ve been given the basics,” said Jean 
Jabo, who at the age of 55 has a whole career of teaching history and geography in French behind him.  

Until October 2008, education in Rwanda was dispensed in a mixture of its three official languages: 
local Kinyarwanda; French, which is spoken mainly by an educated elite; and English, which was added 
in 1994.  

Outside major towns, a vast majority speak only Kinyarwanda.  
Part of the government’s rationale for the switch was that it intended to join the Commonwealth 

club of mainly former British colonies, which it did in late 2009.  
But the reform was announced during a rupture in relations between France and Rwanda, leading 

some commentators to speculate that the motivation was at least in part political. It came after a 
French judge issued arrest warrants for nine officials in President Paul Kagame’s entourage. They were 
accused of shooting down the plane carrying former leader Juvenal Habyarimana — the event widely 
considered to have triggered the 1994 genocide.  

HELEN VESPERINI, AFP/GETTY IMAGES 
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Diplomatic relations resumed in November 2009, and Foreign Minister Louise Mushikiwabo has 
insisted the expansion of English will not take place at the expense of French.  

The move affects only the education system — French continues to be used, alongside English, by 
an educated elite, and is still offered as a subject at school.  

“The transition had already been in the pipeline for some time,” said Iris Uyttersprot, education 
adviser with development agency the Belgian Technical Cooperation.  

“ The actual timing of the announcement may have been political,” she added, “ it came as a 
surprise to many and was initially enforced too quickly.” She said at first there was little planning and 
preparation but that “this seems to have been corrected now.”  

Still, some critics fear the switch to English may mean children from poor and medium-income 
families fare even worse in school.  

“It’s something that should have been done over a period of say 10 years,” complained one father 
of four. “My son, who was studying in French before, now comes home from school and tells me he has 
been correcting his teacher’s mistakes in English.”  
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